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Thursday, January 17,1985

Vol. 67 Issue 62

Telephone system
rewiring delayed
by Michael Mclntyre
staff reporter

Wiring work for the Unlversiv's new phone system was
ned to begin over the
break, but James
Corbitt said yesterday that problems were encountered and no
physical work has been done.
Corbitt, associate director of
auxiliary support services, said
he must meet with General Telephone Electronics (GTE) tomorrow to negotiate some of the
wiring problems. The University presently leases a telephone
computer, phones, and wiring
from GTE.
He said the original plan was
to run new wires next to existing
wires in the same conduit so a
later switchover could be made
without interrupting phone service. Conduits are pipes which
house the phone wires.
Corbitt said in some of the
buildings it is impossible to
place new wiring next to the
existing wiring. We can save
the University some bucks if
GTE will allow us to pull out the
old wires first," he added.

He said this would involve
closing down phone service for
each building while it was being
rewired, adding the interrupUon
would only last about one day.
CORBITT SAID there is no
Sroblem with running wires to
■e different buildings because
most of those wires are located
in tunnels underground. He said
the problem is that once the
wires are in the buildings they
must have some kind of protection to comply with state codes.
This is why the wires must run
through the conduits.
Corbitt could not discuss specific bargaining points that will
be used ui tomorrow's meeting
because he said they could jeopardize negotiations.
"We have sent GTE 12 points
that we want to talk about, in-,
eluding the wiring changeover
and the hookup between (on-)
campus lines and GTE lines off
campus."
Even though no physical work
has been started, Corbitt said a
Sreat deal of planning is being
one.
"We have had wiring people
from AT&T (American Tele-

phone & Telegraph) on campus
for two months now," he said.
"There are almost 100 buildings
and they were built at different
times with different architects
so each building must be physically examined to draw up (wiring) plans."
THE UNIVERSITY is purchasing wires, phones and the
AT&T System 80 computer from
AT&T.
Corbitt said station surveys
are also being conducted to determine how different offices
use their phones and to find out
the number of phones and the
features they will need.
The problems with the wiring
will not affect the targeted completion date of Aug. 16 for the
new phone system, Corbitt said.
"we hope to have most of the
academic and administration
buildings done before the summer," he said. "The bulk of the
residence halls will be done during the summer."
Corbitt added there may be
some problems with Offenhaur
Towers because they will be
receiving new carpeting over
the summer, making it more
difficult to install the phones.

Tax money to aid schools
COLUMBUS (AP) - Aside from
the jobs program. Celeste said
his two-year state budget would
propose that "70 cents out of
every new state dollar be invested in education during the
next biennium."
He called for at least a 5
percent increase in basic state
aid each year of the new biennium: a cap on tuition increases
at public colleges and universities; "a substantial increase in
our minimum salaries for teachers: " and creation of a program
of forgiveable loans to pay for
the education of qualifying students who agree to teach In
geographic and subject areas

where they are most needed.
Celeste, who was interrupted
by applause in the packed House
chamber about three dozen
times, said all the programs he
outlined could be started within
the state's present tax structure.
"And best of all, these initiatives
can be accomplished alongside
responsible cuts in Ohio's existing tax rates," he said. .
BUT HE CAUTIONED
against tax cuts that were too
large.
"To avoid a return to the days
of yo-yo budgets, our tax cuts
must be balanced against careful targeting of spending priori-

ties. They demand prudent
provision for economic setbacks
that could occur during the next
two and a half years. Celeste
said.
Senate Republicans have proposed a 30 percent tax cut over
three years. Celeste reportedly
will propose in his budget a 10
percent cut over two years.
Celeste said he would discuss
details of his accelerated highwayprogram Monday.
Each one has been chosen
because It can -'eartT* way for
investments in thousands of additional new jobs throughout
Ohio," he said.
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Unusual pet

Dave, a sophomore living on campus, keeps a 5-foot boa constrictor named Monty in his dorm room.
He received the pel snake from a friend after his piranha died last semester, see related story pmgt 3.

Uhlmans to occupy Macy's building
The building currently housing Macy's
downtown will become a complete Uhlmans department store following a
Wood County Hospital Board decision
Wednesday morning in which the Uhlman offer was accepted.
According to Frank S. Baker, general
merchandise manager for the Uhlman
Company, the company is making a
committment to the downtown because
it believes the personality of the town
lies there.
The approximate date for the opening
is May 15, but according to Baker, that

date depends on the remodeling crew
and when Macy's vacates the building.
The current Uhlmans store located at
101S. Main St. will be remodeled into a
Uhlmans home store.
When Uhlmans obtains the Macy's
building the new store will contain about
five times as much merchandise than
the present store.
"We have a lot of larger stores, but we
have never had a large store in BG. One.
of the primary reasons for this is because there wasn't a building available," Baker said.

Macy's had announced on January 3
that it would be closing its store after not
reaching an agreement on the length of a
new lease. The current lease expires
March 15.
According to Lelan Middleton, attorney for the Wood County Hospital Association which owns the building, Macy's
wished to renew the lease on the building
for only one year.
Middleton said the hospital decided
that selling the building was in its best
interest rather than entering into a
short-term lease.

After Macy's declined to purchase the
site, the Uhlman Company contacted the
hospital board.
The new store will be the seventh
largest in the Uhlman chain. The store
will offer an expanded selection on women's clothes, along with departments for
men, children, shoes, hats cosmetics,
jewelry, accessories and a beauty shop.
Larger stores are located in Piqua,
Newark, Sidney, Greenville, Mt. Vernon
and in Traverse City, Mich.

T-shirts reveal personal expression, style
by Jim Lesczynski, Jr.
reporter

What you wear may be saying something to the world
about yourself and society,
according to Dr. Dorothy Behlins.
She is involved in a continuing study of message-bearing
T-shirts.
Behling, an assistant profes-.
sor of home economics involved in a continuing study of
message-bearing, said by observing messages on T-shirts,
certain assumptions can be
made about our society as a
whole.
"I don't think any other
means expresses our sentiments as strongly (as Tshirts)," Behling said. She
added that all clothing is a
reflection of our culture, but Tshirts are a more obvious one.
Behling said T-shirts are
popular because they are inexpensive and people are able to
assemble a large wardrobe of
them.
THE MOST popular T-shirts
currently on campus, said
Behling, are status-oriented,
such as exotic places the
wearer travelled, or anything
denoting social affluence.
She said these kinds of Tshirts reflect the thinking of
today's culture. The next most
popular T-shirts, Behling said.
are advertising, health and
exercise.
In contrast, the least popular
T-

T-shirts among the people surveyed had raunchy messages
or environmental/political
statements, she said. "This did

not surprise me," she added.
Behling said similar messages are becoming popular on
buttons. Such messages origi-

nated on buttons in the 1960s
and later shifted to T-shirts.
The reappearance of message-bearing buttons is not an

indication of the downfall of Tshirts, however. "I think Tshirts will be around for a long
time," Behling said.

NUL cites
increased
concern
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
National Urban League said
yesterday that racial polarization is increasing as blacks are
left out of the economic recovery, but that there also is cause
for black America to be more
optimistic.
Releasing the league's annual
report on blacks in this country,
which as in past years was
sharply critical of the Reagan
Administration, President John
Jacob said the status of blacks
remains "grim."
Yet be said, "I want to stress
the positive side of the picture,"
and pointed to evidence of increased social concern and efforts by blacks themselves to
deal with economic and social
problems.
"The strongest message coming out of black America in 1964
was that it became increasingly
aware of its own strengths and
increasingly willing to act independently to achieve what it
considers its own best interests," Jacob said in an overview
of the report, "The State of
Black America, 1985."
"This does not signal any lessening of the responsibility of
government or the private sector ...," he said. ''But it does
signal that black America is not
standing still waiting for others
to come to its rescue. It recognizes that its salvation lies
within itself."
AT A NEWS conference to
release the national civil rights
organization's 10th annual report, Jacob described "a new
X'rft of concern within the
ck community." He pointed
to efforts by national and local
black groups to deal with problems ot teenage pregnancy, single-parent families, education,
crime and poverty.
He also described as "hopeful" signs the recent pastoral
letter of Roman Catholic bishops
calling for increased social justice and protests against South
Africa's apartheid system,-
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-Editorial Changes needed

The Rev. Jesse Jackson said it best at the
Democratic Convention when he said, "We need
a change." Had Jackson attended the University,
he would have said it sooner.
We believe the University needs a change not
only in the drop/add procedure but in the number of
sections offered in highly demanded courses.
Registration Director Roger Newman agrees
that the problem is not with drop/add, but with the
number of courses offered in certain areas, specifically those in the business core.
If there are five professors who teach Economics
202, and each teach two sections, then logically
there are 10 sections. If each section is limited to 25
people then only 250 students can enroll in these
courses.
But the problem is that a large number of
students have to take this course - not just business
majors.
Similar problems exist with many University
courses.
How many pieces can you cut a pie into?
For a first step, the administration should devise
a better method of allocating funds for the highly
demanded courses.
The administration should investigate the problem because it is such an inconvenience, not to
mention what it could do to a senior who cannot
graduate on time because of a closed course.
This University should offer fewer courses in lowenrollment classes.
This is not to say these courses should be eliminated because the philosophy behind a University
education would be lost.
As Newman said, "If you drop those courses, you
don't have a college or university any longer. You
have a technical school."
And this is true.
But while the University must provide a broad
education for all its students, it has a primary
responsibility to make space available in courses
with high demand.

A new arms control
by Art Buchwald
In the world of nuclear arms,
missiles do not kill people, nations kill people.
Therefore at the start of the
new arms negotiations it's time
both the Soviet Union and the
United States take a new approach to the question of disarmament.
Instead of negotiating the reduction of offensive and defensive nuclear weapons, we
should negotiate limits on how
many times each superpower
may kill a person in the event of
an all-out war.
At the moment it is believed
that the U.S. and the Soviets
have stockpiled enough weapons
to destroy each other's citizens
10 times over.
The first step then is to produce an agreement that would
reduce the nuclear arsenals in
both countries to the point where
they could only kill every American and Soviet citizen five
times.
Cutting the KR (Kill Ratio) in
half won't be easy, but it is
possible to persuade the superpowers to agree to it, particularly when it can be argued
that you only have to kill a
Srson twice to make your point
an all-out holocaust. With a
KR of five, both sides would still
have a margin of safety in case
their missiles malfunction or
fail to hit their targets.
The U.S. military will argue
that the Soviets may sign a
treaty agreeing to kill every
American only five times, and
then cheat, by stashing away
enough weapons to kill them
seven times.
The Americans could address
the U.S. military fears by insisting on on-site inspection of

both nuclear stockpiles. If it
were found that the Soviet weapons on hand had enough power to
kill the Americans more than
the agreed-upon KR of five, the
U.S. could abrogate the treaty
and proceed to build new weapons that would kill every Soviet
citizen 15 times.
In exchange for on-site inspection, we would include the West
European nukes in our KR, and
reduce American stockpiles until both the U.S. and West European KR came out to five.
If the Kill Ratio formula is
unacceptable there is no reason
for the superpowers to leave the
bargaining table.
Another solution might be to
workout a fair agreement on
how many people each side may
be permitted to wipe out in the
event of a war. Neither country
would have to reduce its arsenal, but would be limited to
firing only enough missiles to
waste 100 million people on the
other's territory.
The obvious question is, who
would monitor the pact to see
that the superpowers did not bag
more than their limit? This
could be done by the International Red Cross, which would
have access to all the stricken
areas. If either side went over
the 100 million ballpark figure,
the other would then be permitted to match them body for
I have no illusions that either
the Kill Ratio reduction proposal
or the 100 million limit on casualties can be successfully negotiated overnight.
When it comes to serious disarmament talks you have to
start somewhere.
Art Buchwald is a writer for
the Los Angeles Times Syndicate.
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The News is looking for
editorial columnists and cartoonists. Regular columns,
guest commentaries and cartoons all are acceptable. Columns and commentaries
should be no longer than 500
words, and cartoons may be
any size.
Letters to the editor also
are welcome and should be
limited to 200 words.
Submissions should be
typed, double spaced and
signed. Your address and
phone number must be Included.
The News reserves the
right to reject letters and
columns or portions of them
that tiie staff believes to be in
bad taste, malicious or libelous. All submissions are subject to condensation.
Columns that appear in the
BG News do not necessarily
reflect opinions of the staff.
Address your comments
to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
IN University Ball
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Hope without disarmament

Uncertain stability may be best
vely killed, at least for the
United States, ballistic missile
defense. But the Soviet Union is
GENEVA - Sensible U.S. offi- brazenly violating it with a racials have been swimming dar installation so gargantuan
against the riptide of media at- that it probably had to be
tention and the consequent flood planned before the ink was dry
of expectations that engulf the on the treaty.
However, it is arguable that a
semi-summit. They have
stressed that this was the first traditional aim of arms control chapter - the preface, really - of enhanced safety through more
a story on the scale of "War and stable deterrence - may be a byPeace" or, perhaps it would be product of the exhaustion of the
more appropriate to say, "Don arms control process. The argument is as follows:
Quixote.fi
SALT I and SALT II did not
But it actually may have been
the fourth act of a three-act "limit" arms. Those
play. Between the signing of agreements were snapshots of
SALT II in the summer of 1979 the evolving strategic balance.
and this winter, the arms control But arms agreements do not
process may have sputtered out. halt an arms race. Rather, they
That is unalarming. The proc- re-direct competition toward uness has been sterile, coinciding, controlled areas of weaponry.
Today, certain weapons are
through 16 years, with an unprecedented Soviet buildup. apt to be unlimited because of
verification
difficulties. They
Kenneth Adelman, director of
the Arms Control and Disarma- are apt to be small because
ment Agency, notes that in the improved accuracy makes a
i'ears of most intense "dia- large payload unnecessary for
ogue," 1970-76, there were five the destruction of many military
summits, and the Soviet-spon- targets. Being smaller and mosored conquest by communists bile, they are hard to count and
of five countries - South Viet- keep track of. But the qualities
nam, Laos, Cambodia, Mozam- that make these weapons hard
bique and Angola. (Ethiopia and to control with verifiable arms
Afghanistan followed in the next agreements also make them
two years.) If arms control is - hard to destroy with a disarming
as Jimmy Carter said and Rich- first strike. So, as Adelman
ard Nixon seemed to believe and says, mobile ICBMs and cruise
Ronald Reagan may be coming missiles may be less verifiable
to believe - the "centerpiece" ot but more stabilizing because
US -Soviet relations, it is a they ease the fear that in a crisis
purely ornamental centerpiece. a nation must "use them or lose
More than 12 years have them." Such precarious "stabilpassed since an arms control ity" at high force levels is far
agreement was ratified by the from ideal, but may be the best
United States. The inequalities that can be hoped for in relations
of SALT I ignited the skepticism with a Soviet regime bent on
that was to prevent ratification amassing offensive power.
A French observer says the
of SALT II. SALT I limited but
neglected to decide whether Soviet Union's tactic is to do
cruise missiles or the Soviet what it wants to do and use
backfire bombers counted negotiations to stop what the
United States wants to do. Today
against the aggregate.
When arms control enthu- the Soviet Union wants to magsiasts are described as destitute nify its advantage in offensive
of achievements but not of certi- systems while stopping U.S. protude, they reply, with certitude, gress toward a strategic dethat the 1972 ABM treaty was a tense.
But Ronald Reagan is an
great achievement. It effectiby George Will

Letters
Up with lab work
The proposed Racial Harassment Policy drafted by the
BGSU Equal Opportunity Committee is a document without
merit. The ideas behind the document are noble. The policy
intends to allow minority students to pursue a higher education without being subjected to
racial harassment from instructors or other students. However,
the policy in unenforceable and
perhaps even unconstitutional.
The policy defines racial harassment as "... verbal behavior that ... denigrates ...
demeans ... disparages ... a
person's lifestyle or racial or
ethnic affiliation." The policy
goes further to say "... if the
behavior subjects an individual
to an Intimidating, hostile or
offensive environment which
limits or interferes with an individual's academic participation
The proposal goes on to say
that perceived racial harassment is against University
regulations. The proposal also
defines the responsibilities of
the Affirmative Action Committee (AAC), faculty and University departments in reporting
events. The proposal encourages cooperation among staff
and faculty to Investigate incidents. Procedures for an injured

party to submit a complaint to
AAC who will then report the
incident to the administration
are outlined.
Nowhere does the policy contain provisions for sanctions or
censure of the offending party.
Although the administration is
required to respond to the accusation, the policy has no legal
basis to limit the respondent's
right to freedom of speech or to
usurp the right of due process.
The University Racial Harassment Policy does nothing to
prevent the occurrence of such
incidents or to change the attitudes of the offenders. At the
same time, the only way to legally discourage verbal racial
harassment would be to prevent
freedom of speech. No matter
how much civilized communities abhor the remarks of a
neo-Nazi like George Lincoln
Rockwell or a pornograpber like
Larry Flint, as long as the
speakers of racial slurs do not
intend to conspire against or
actively deny an individual of
civil rights, the speakers have a
right to voice their opinions.
A university should provide an
atmosphere where students
from all ethnic backgrounds can
learn without Being subjected to
the denigrating comments of
. closed minds. But the University
cannot legally assure this. The
AAC and toe administration
should instead jmt their energy

American in every fiber of his
being. That means he believes
that something is technically
possible until if is proven otherwise. And he is a moralist. Both
characteristics fuel his belief in
the possibility and desirability
of some defense against ICBMs
- the desirability of "defending
lives, not avengingr lives."
Note the word 'some." Reagan, as is his wont, has oversold
strategic defense, suggesting
that it can provide an impermeable "shield" that could in no
place be overwhelmed by the
multiplication of Soviet offensive systems. A sufficient argument for strategic defense is
that it would provide some real
defense (the Soviets could not be
sure bow much) to some of the
U.S. retaliatory capability. Thus
it would enhance deterrence by
radically complicating the cal-

OCMik&UP

culations and multiplying the
uncertainties of any Soviet
leader contemplating a first
strike.
Given the barrenness of the
arms contol process, it is odd
that an objection made against
strategic defense is that such
defense might make arms control agreements unattainable.
But an oddity of our age is this:
The sort of persons most eager
for ratification of the meaningless treaty "outlawing" genocide are apt to be ardently
opposed to strategic defense systems. But such systems would
move us away from deterrence
based on the threat to incinerate
millions of civilians, a strategy
that is, strictly speaking, genocidal.
George Will is a columnist for
the Washington Post Writers
Group.
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toward integrating an attitude
that respects ethnic groups and
promotes acceptance of different peoples into every facet of
University functions. The only
way the University can start to
decrease racial harassment is to
and visibly set a good
Betsy Beetham
213 W. Broadway
North Baltimore, Ohio

The answer is not
killing yourself
I would like to comment on the
ignorant letter written by Chris
Dowting and Sue Pastor concerning supposed cruelty to animals. I would suggest that you
two stick to matters of CSP
(college student personnel), not
lab testing, because obviously
your opinions are only emotion
with no real factual basis. Have
either of you ever worked with
lab animals such as dogs or
rats? I can bet the answer Is no.
I have, and I can attest that they
are treated like "little children''
with tender loving care.
I will agree that some rather
radical experiments are performed on lab animals, but take
your choice - it's either them, or
human beings. Gee Chris, that
sure seems pretty hard to decide, doesn't It? Are you intelli-

gent people aware that if this
testing was not allowed, thousands of products would be put
on the market each year with no
idea of what their effects will be.
No thanks. I'd rather see a few
rats die, than a small child because he was chewing on a cushion, and the dye killed him.
Because many animals bodies
are metabolically similar to
ours, these tests are absolutely
necessary to determine if something is safe.
Just because you are too ignorant to understand why some
experiments are performed,
doesn't mean everyone does not
Granted, I wish there was another way, but as of right now,
there is not.
Hey Sue, I just got a tetanus
shot yesterday, a new type of the
vaccine. I nope you two were not
the ones who tested it, I might be
dead, and besides - I'm not a
cute little cuddly cat, so I deserve to take my chances whenever I ingest something. If it was
not for lab animals, you both
would have long been dead, so
count your blessings. Next time,
get some information which is
fact and not propaganda - until
then your ignorance is self explanatory.
Joseph Hart
iULeroy.m
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Business majors specialize
by Jim Nleman
staff reporter

As specialization within
business continues, business
majors will have to display an
ability to adapt themselves to
different situations in order to
Jet a job, according to Dr.
ames McFillen, associate
professor of management.
"A few organizations used
to hire the lion's share of
people," McFillen said.
These larger corporations
would then send the new employees to intra-company
schools for more specialized
training.
Many corporations are not
only becoming smaller, but
also more specialized. Several do not have the resources
for formal training of new
employees.
"THE TRAINING is probably going to be much more
informal," McFillen said.
"(There's) probably going to

be more emphasis on the student being ready, set to go
when he walks in the door."
The college of business does
have some specialized majors such as health care administration and industrial
and labor relations.
"We are starting to see
more majors emerging in the
University that are, in fact,
related to a particular industry," McFillen said. "(They)
are aimed at developing peoEle for a subset of the total
usiness sector."
When a student can't be
prepared for a specific industry, he can fall back on the
business core, McFillen said.
"We give the base and try to
make it applicable to a wide
range of industries."
Along these same lines, a
well-rounded education is
now being demanded by
much of the business sector.
It's felt that a liberal arts
base helps a person to be
more adaptable. Not long

ago, liberal arts courses were
looked down on by many business schools, McFillen said.
Developments in the economy in the past few years
have dictated this change.
Corporations are now concentrating on being streamlined
and more efficient.
"AMERICAN ORGANIZATIONS have gotten bloated
with management. When they
(General Motors) began negotiations with the auto workers G.M. axed 7,000 white
collar employees and they
probably have not felt the
effects very devastatingly,"
McFillen said.
This does not create a bleak
picture for business, but a
more complex one.
As industry becomes more
specialized, companies often
become smaller. There are
still jobs for most business
majors, but the types of jobs
are changing, McFillen said.

MAKE YOUR DREAK
TO DEHTLEY'S!

Unusual and exotic animals
available at local pet store
by Jllle Hayden
reporter

Spring semeter in Bowling
Green can be full of gusty winds,
a lot of homework and sub-zero
temperatures. But, one needs
only to look to South Main Street
to get away from it all. Away
into the world of the different
and unusual.
Need a break from academic
life? If so take a hike on over to
the local pet stores for an afternoon adventure. There you
may find yourself a new feathered, finned, or furry friend.
Already students have taken
that snowy trek on over to a
local pet store and have bought
themselves a new friend.
Todd Hughes and Gregg Bach
bought themselves two new
finned friends for their pet bullhead, Clinton. Their new
friends are piranhas named
Lyle and Lester.
As one walks into their room,
he or she may expect to find
huge teethy piranhas gobbling

12953 KRAMER RD
— B.G. -

you deserve a break and
Bentley's in the Holiday
Inn, has just the right
deals for you' Monday through
Saturday enjoy special drinks at special
prices! And, don't forget the Bentley's
Happy Hour, every night from 4-9 pm
featuring our famous Sip 'n Dip! Make
your break a "Bentley's break!"

SWEATERS
50% off

LEVI
SWEATERS
25% off

352-7031

Reg. $21.95
SALE $16.46

%

•TRAINING SPONSORED BY PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION OF DIVING INSTRUCTORS (PADI)
• FEE IS LESS THAN HALF THE PRICE OF MOST SCUBA COURSES

sign up or call the
REC CENTER

YOU DRIVE (TO THE PARTY)

372-2711
WE DRIVE (THE PARTY STARTS HERE)

Pre-Inventory Sales
Fall/Winter Merchandise
INCLUDES:
Dresses
Entire Stock
1/2 Price
Handbags
Entire Stock
1/2 Price

• Round trip mote* coach transportation to beoutKul
Daytona Beach (WE OfhM Pockoges Onry) We use
nothing but modem highway coaches
• WEE refreshments available on the motor coach on the
way down (to begin the party)
• Eight Rortda days/seven endless nights at one oi our
exerting oceanfront hate's, located nght on me Daytona
Beach strip Vour hotel has a beautiful pool sun deck, air
conditioned rooms, color IV. and a rvce long stretch ot
beach
• A full schedule of WEE pool deck parties every day
• A full list of prearranged discount* to save you money in
Daytona Beach
• Travel representatives to insure a smooth trip and a
good rime
• Optional side excursions to Disney World. Epcot. deep
fishing party cruise* e'c
• All taxes and ftp*

Visa/Mastercard
accepted

Felt Hats
Asst. Styles
1/2 Price

f-'ouider f*uff
to* K,d
iPJ
525
r

352-6225

' 50% off

Styles

Reg. $25 95
SALE $12.97

YOUR BEST DEAL TO FLORIDA

•OPTIONAL FLORIDA TRIP FOR CERTIFICATION

Jumpers-Jumpsuits
Asst. Styles
1/2 Price

30%
OFF

with Campus Marketing

•FEE INCLUDES ALL SUPPLIES, EQUIPMENT USAGE, AND AIR FILLS

Danskin Activewear
Selected Styles
1/2 Price

Cord Pants

PARTY

SCUBA

Sweaters
Entire Stock
up to 1/2 off

Gals LEE

For Guys N Gals
531 Ridge
M-Th 10-8'p m.
I 0-5.30 Sun 12-5
352-8333

UC

EXPERIENCE the fun and
adventure of...

Suits-Jackets
Entire Stock
1/2 Price

&

V*

JEANS N THINGS

Bentley's in the Holiday Inn-Bowling Green

Skirts
Entire Stock
1/2 Price

However, if the money in your
pocket doesn't quite add up to
$500 there are less expensive
animals.
The finned friends are not as
expensive as the Macau. The
prices begin at 25 cents and peak
at $75.
Residence Life has not necessarily "watered-down" the options in choosing a pet by only
permitting fish in the residence
halls. One can buy exciting and
unique fish such as the piranha.
There are thousands of exciting
and colorful fish waiting to be
adopted.

Reg. From $14.95
$26.95
Now From $7.47
$13.47

1550 E. Wooster St. • Bowling Green, OH 43402 • 352-5211

-

choice. There are Umbrella
Cockatoo's, Conga Grey Parrots, and Baby Blue Front's.
These birds love to put on
performances of fluttering and
squawking for free, except of
course for the initial investment.
The Macau bird with its exotic
Kumage of blue and gold carries
e most expensive price tag in
the store, a mere $500 for this
pet.

WINTER
CLEARANCE
SALE

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE!!

BG't LARGEST
AND MOST
COMPLETE
IMPORT
FACILITY

^oviotcu}

on a few innocent goldfish.
However, this is not the case.
Looking into the fish tank, one
will find two baby piranhas
chasing a goldfish which is bigger than they are. These babies
may grow to be 10 inches long.
Lyle and Lester appeared
harmless enough until one of
them bit the goldfish's tail.
"That's why we bought the
piranhas. They're more exciting
than goldfish and we wanted to
watch them eat each other,"
Bach said.
One place unigue pets can be
found is at the Hutch Pet Shop,
located at 1011 S. Main. It has
unusual, energetic, and exotic
animals for those with an adventurous spirit.
For the most adventurous,
there are such animals as the
"skink."
It is a five-inch black and
white lizard. There are also fluorescent green iguanas which can
grow to 20 inches.
On the tamer side, the feathered friend might be a good

Sleepwear Robes
Entire Stock
up to 1/2 off

Hours:
10:00-5:30

Tueg m 9;00

THE GREATEST TIME - THE BEST PRICE
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
AND SIGN UP
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Studies fob satisfaction

Psychologist wins award
by Wendy Davy
reporter

JOIN US FOR OUR...

Month Long
1985
CELEBRATION!
85* drinks on
Sunday, Tuesday,
Wednesday & Thursday

Dr. Patricia Smith probably
knows more about lob satisfaction than most people.
Not only does the professor of
psychology experience job satisfaction through research and
teaching, but she studies it alone
with other aspects of industrial
psychology.
Recently, Smith was recogniied for her work in industrial
psychology when she received
the Distinguished Scientific Contributions Award for 1984.
The award was given by the
Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology, one of
the divisions of the American
Psychological Association.
According to Smith, Division
14, which is small in comparison
to the other divisions, is " ...
concerned with the normal
working adult."
"It is concerned with every
psychological aspect of his
relationship to his work," she
said.
The recipient of the Distinguished Scientific Contributions
Award is given a cash prize of
$500 and the opportunity to
speak at the next American Psychological Association convention.
QUALIFICATIONS for the
award, which is not necessarily
presented every year, include
accomplishments In the field
that are relevant and of long
lasting impact.
Smith's work in two areas of
industrial psychology, job satisfaction and performance evaluation, have received much
attention from colleagues and
the business world.

Her written work concerning
Behaviorally Anchored Ratings
Scales (BARS) have been cited
often in other articles. Businesses have found BARS helpful
in evaluating the performance
of employees.
Smith has also co-authored
"The Measurement of Satisfaction in Work and Retirement."
Its Job Descriptive Index is
commonly used to measure job
satisfaction.
As an industrial psychologist.
Smith has worked for several
corporations.

Pholo/Unlverslty News Service

ACCORDING TO Smith, a bad
economy is fine for an industrial
psychologist and findings in this
area can help a business make
wise decisions.
"They can aid a business in
deciding who to lay off and who
to retain and how to use them
effectively," she said.
When working for a company,
Smith, as an industrial psychologist, helps her client by finding "
... what makes people tick at
work; not to manipulate, but to
help."

■——1
I

"The ideas is to make organization more productive," she
said. She added that high performance in an organization
usually leads to job satisfaction.
Besides being a consultant
and researcher, Smith has been
very involved in teaching. Before instructing at Bowling
Green in 1966 she taught at
Northwestern University, Bym
Mawr College, Cornell University, Wells College and Ithaca
The Minneapolis native received her bachelor's degree
from the University of Nebraska
in 1939. Three years later, she
earned her doctorate from Cornell University during a time
when both money and. women
psychologists were scarce.
'I had to have high grades,"
Smith said.
ALTHOUGH SHE has worked
hard, Smith feels that there
were other factors that led to her
successful career.
"I got a lot of breaks," she
said.
According to Smith, luck has
often brought her to the right
places at the right time.
Although she was one of the
few women majoring in psychology, she seldom noticed or experienced any discrimination.
Between that and her performance in her field, she began to
be noticed.
"Whenever they (instructors
and colleagues) got a chance,1
they threw something my way.'
As for the awards that have
been coming her way, including
the recent one, she is honored,
but believes she can receive
satisfaction from her work in
other wavs.
"I don't believe that extrinsic
awards are what motivates scientists," said Smith who will
continue to study and experience job satisfaction.

—Dateline—i

One Urge One Item Pizza

*5
FREE DELIVERY

Dateline, a daily service of
the News, lists dates and
times of campus events Submissions by all organizations
an welcome ana must be
turned in,typed and doublespaced one week prior to the
event.

l

352-3551 I

ALL NIGHT!
_

How to live
with someone
who's living

r^fclfcCC^P W.USMANY

ClCOt^11

^^ OTHKSAll

"_

ITEMS IN STOtf

THURS.-FRI.-SAT.

THURSDAY NIGHT

50% OFF

Free Admission
with College I.D.

Select Group Running-Court-Aerobic

Athletic Shoes
Worm up Suits
Winning ways & Bassett Walker

Leotards & Tights
Danskin-Soft touch-New Balance-Brooks

Winter Hats, Gloves, Scarfs
Earmuffs

ON YOUR BIRTHDAY...
you and 5 friends
are admitted FREE!

FALCON HOUSE
MOE.Wooster
Ph. 352-3610
Hrs. Weekdays till 9 Sat. 10-5

with cancer.
When one person gets
cancer, everyone in the family
suffers
Nobody knows heller ihan we
do how much help and
understanding is needed. That's
why our service and rehabilitation
programs emphasize the wholefamily, nix just the cancer patient.
Among our regular services
we provide information and
guidance to patients and families,
transport patients to and from
treatment, supply home care items
and assist patients in their return to
everyday life
Life is what concerns us. The
life of cancer patients The lives of
their families. So you can see we
are even more than the research
organization we are so well known
to be.

T AMERICAN CANCW SOOfTV

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
We Invite You To Come To

MEAD0WVIEW COURTS
5319 Heatherdowns, Toledo
near Reynolds
Information Line: 865-1491

Hours:

214 Napoleon Rd.

Phone:

M-F 9-4:30

One Bedroom • Furnished

352-1195

$270.00 all utilities paid

One Efficiency
$200.00 plus utilities (Landlord pays gas neat)

Two Bedroom apartments still available
$270.00 furnished $250.00 unfurnished
Resident pays gas/electric

You must be 19 years old to enter

Includes: Rent, water, and sewage. All residents are granted privilege of using the
Cherrywood Health Spa located at 835 High St., B.G.
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Cats not allowed to roam free

Reaching beyond readouts

Artists use new computers
by DcnUe Erwin
copy editor

A living house with a computer-controlled environment
may be common In the near
future, according to Dr. Ronald Coleman, associate professor in the School of Art.
"It already exists to an
extent with telephone answering services and automatic furnaces. Some day a
computer may even be able to
sense your mood as you return home and have warm
coffee, ■tapers and soft music ready for you," said Cole
man, who works with the
computer art program
started this fall.
The computer art lab consists of Atari WOXL's, color
monitors, disc drives, a
printer, videotape, 35 millimeter slides and software with
access to several languages.
Computerized weaving is also

being used and larger equipment is pending approval.
Coleman saia the computer
art students use software to
facilitate invention, using the
computer as more of an interacting process rather than as
simply a tool.
"WE'RE NOT Interested in
programming computers, but
in using them as a part of the
process of artistically imitating life," Coleman said. "The
response has been one of excitement and discovery."
"Once they get past learning the discipline, tremendous new avenues are
opened. The students believe
if is the future," Coleman
added.
Coleman said the computer
is the future because of its
ability to control environment
and to do 100 years work in
l/10th of a second. The Uni-

versity is currently experimenting with computer art.
"We've just stepped on an
escaltor and we don't know
where we're going," Coleman
said.
The artist has always Imitated life. The computer has
given us the ability to manipulate the environment to
make art respond back to life
and we can do it fast."
Art grows with civilization
and computer art is a continuation of the understanding of
art and technology from the
18th century. According to
Coleman, most of the other
art forms taught in the School
of Art use technologies from
the 11th through the 17th centuries.
"The artist is moving in a
natural direction of discovery. We've moved beyond the
fixed picture," Coleman said.
"Art helps us change and the
artist is looking ahead."

LAST CHANCE
FOR SENIORS
By popular demand, Varden
Studios is back on campus for a final
senior portrait session January 22February 1.

by Don Lee
staff reporter

A dry ordinance change which
has cat owners and cat lovers up
in arms was the result of a court
decision a year ago, City Attorney Patriot Crowley said yesterday.
The change resulted when a
cat owner appealed a fine for
allowing his cat to leave his
property.
A visiting judge ruled in the
cat ownert favor, noting the
ordinance did not mention cats
while specifically mentioning
other kinds of pets, Crowley

»■*

X)

Crowley said he had heard "as
many people speaking in favor
of it (the ordinance) as against
it."
Cat owners who opposed the
ordinance said it was difficult to
put a leash on a cat.
"I think the law is a silly law,"
said Joseph Arpad. "You can't
put a cat on leash ... (It's)
something the cat's nature
doesn't permit."
Arpad, who acquired his two
cats when they
strayed into his
yard, added, ,rYou can't make a
cat stay in your yard. The only
way you can confine a cat is to
keep it in the house."
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THURSDAY IS. . .
COLLEGE NIGHT
Reynolds at Heathardowns 867-9123

Secor at Sylvania 473-0662

Open Seven Days A Week!

TOLEDO'S BEST ROCK

PRESENT THIS AD FOR FREE ADMISSION
Not valid Friday or Saturday
Expires: 2/17/85
AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT
£]
—
=
'u
s
u

DELTA UPSILON
SPRING RUSH '85

Call 372-0086 for an appointment.
*

Capture yourself for friends, relatives, prospective
employers, and get in the 1985 Key yearbook.

said. He noted the ordinance
change was initiated in May.
The ordinance does not require owners to fence in their
yards to keep cats from straying.
T
'If (an owner) has a cat that's
trained to stay in the yard, that's
fine," Crowley said. ''As long as
it (the cat) doesn't leave the
yard, there's no violation."
Cat owners and lovers were at
a city council meeting Jan. 7 to
state their opinions on the ordinance. Council had invited the
owners to attend and give their
opinions after the ordinance had
been in effect for six months.
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January Rush Dates
Thursday, Jan. 17
AT
Tuesday, Jan. 22
Thursday, Jan. 24
Tuesday, Jan. 29
FRAT
Thursday, Jan. 31
ROW rj
DROW
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All parties start at 7:30
Themes of each party to be announced
___•■•> COUPON— "
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Sj. AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT A1 U

1 FREE ITEm
OF YOUR CHOICE
on any til* pltlO
ASK lor it wh»n ordering

I^ZZQ OPIN 4 p.m.
Ph. 352-5166
Free
Delivery
VOTfD BEST PIZZfi IN B.C.
on* coupon por pilio

CAMPUS
FILMS
Sherlock Holmes
and the
Secret Weapon
Thura. Jan. 17
Gish Theater
8:00 p.m.

Fri./Sat. Jan. 18&19
210 MSC
8.00, 10:00, MID
.
81.50 w/ID

UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR
ife 1 OFF CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE
(Must live off campus)
% 1 AT LARGE REPRESENTATIVE
(May live on or off campus)
Applications Available in 405 Student Services Building.
January 17 thru January 28

i
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Humanities important for medical students
ty's pre-med students, said "The
University has no pre-med program per se. Most (students)
major in biology, but a science
major is not required (to get into
med school)."
"Administrators of med
schools say just a general background in biology is okay if a
student meets the other requirements," Meserve said.

by Pattl Skinner
reporter

A recent report from the Association of American Medical
Colleges emphasizes the importance of humanities courses
such as philosophy and art for
medical students.
Professor Lee Meserve, academic adviser for the Universi-

He said, "They (humanities)
give the students ideas of what
life is like besides biology and
chemistry. I try to steer the
students in that direction."
University science majors are
required to take foreign language, social sciences, and humanities.
MESERVE recommends

courses in communications for
future physicians. "That's an
area (communications) that is
hopefully improving these days
in medicine.' He also recommends a philosophy course on
death and dying.
"Anyone who doesn't have a
course in this probably isn't
prepared for the medical profession," he said.

Who's Who includes B.G. students
by Nancy Bostwick
staff reporter

The 1965 edition of Who's Who
Among American Universities
and Colleges will include the
names of 55 Bowling Green State
University students, according
to Gregory DeCrane, assistant
vice president for student
affairs/student activities and
orientation.

The students were chosen
based on academic achievement, service to the community,
leadership in extracurricular
activities amd potential for continued success.
Nominations were made during the fall semester through
forms mailed out to the various
departments, student activities
and alumni. Students were also
notified of the potential for nom-

ination through ads in the News
and Green Sheet, DeCrane said.
After reviewing all of the applications, a University committee decided who deserved to be
submitted to Who's Who, he
said.
THE NUMBER of students a
University may nominate is determined in advance by the
Who's Who organization, DeCrane said.

JTT984 Yearbook Pick Up \
1984 Key Yearbook may still be
picked up at Key office, 310
Student Services. Limited number
also available for sale.

"This is based on the size of
the institution as well as the
programs they offer," he said.
■Those chosen to be listed in the
directory were notified prior to
the Christmas break.
Amy Miller, senior public relations major, is among the students who will be listed in the
directory.
Miller's activities include being a member of Delta Gamma
sorority, College Republicans
and Students for America. She
has served on the freshman
orientation board, as editor of
the Gavel and as public relations
chairman for Students for Reagan/Bush.
"I've directed my activities in
the University more outside of
the greek system than inside,"
Miller said. "I see it as a broad
award recognizing7 people who
do a lot of things/

PICK UP HOURS
Wed. 10:30-2:30 and 3:30-5:00 p.m.
Thurs. 1.00-5:00 p.m.
Fri. 1:00-5:00 p.m.

Medical students, however, do
not always enjoy the liberal arts
approacn.
"I'd rather have just the
straight science classes. You get
through sooner," said Kelly
Cleer, senior med tech major.
"I've enjoyed the other stuff like
art They were fun, but it costs
too much."

"Bowling Green isn't a trade
school," Meserve said. "It's a
ece to learn about life and
ng before all the science in
med school. Even if people go
into medicine for the rest of
their lives, they have to be able
to interact and work with the
other people in the hospital."

Woman plans annual
10th inaugural trip
PERRYSBURG,Ohio(AP)
- Every four years, Martha
Hogle goes to Washington.
She has driven, flown,
taken a train and traveled by
bus. Some way, any way, she
gets to every presidential inauguration - not for political
reasons, she says, but Just
because it's the biggest and
best show around.
Hogle plans to make her
10th Inaugural trip this weekend to see President Reagan
installed in office and keep up
the personal tradition she began with the 1953 swearing in
of Dwight Eisenhower.
Ever since, she has been
captivated by the pomp and
parades of a presidential inauguration.
'There's a feeling to an
inauguration that you probably don't get anywhere else,
kind of an all-American feeling," Hogle said. "You're
watching history being made
at thatfime."
The inauguration memories are varied.
"I've been in ice storms
and rain storms and everything else," Hogle says of the
hours she has spent watching

inaugural ceremonies and parades.
"ONE TIME, THERE was
a lot of security even in the
trees and it was spooky. That
was Nixon's. That was during
the time we were having riots
on campus and a lot of unrest
in the country, and you could
feel it at the Inauguration.
"(President Jimmy) Carter's was, if you remember,
called the poor-man's inaugural, and the tickets were $25
vs. the $250 for Reagan. The
people wore - oh my - we saw
jeans and ... I call them
'grubs,' vs. the beautiful
gowns and tuxedoes we saw
at Reagan's," she said, comparing the last two inaugurations she attended.
The Inauguration itself is
free to the public, but inaugural balls require a paid ticket.
"They call it a ball and they
call it dancing, but it's really
a fashion show," Hogle said.
"There's a band, but there
really isn't any room for
dancing. Actually, you're
there to people-watch and you
just kind of circulate. The
president comes in for just a
few minutes."
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Noon-6 p.m.
SPECIAL OPENING HOURS
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1/17 Thurs. 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
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master card/visa
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CONGRATULATIONS
Delta Zeta
Neophytes
Lori Anders
Eva Antoniw
Jo Anne Blaskis
Debbie Bowman
Lory Binkmann
Nancy Colburn
Suzanne Demastes
Amy Dukles
Karen Elliott
Amy Jo Frederick
Terri Gilliland
Mary Graham
Donna Gretz
Susan Grimes
Elizabeth Harper
Mary Beth Hottois
Beth Johnson
Suzi Ziegler
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WELCOME BACK!

1/14 MR. 8 a.m.-B p.m.
1/11 Wed. 8 a.m.-B p.m.
1/18 FFi. 8 R.ID.-5 P.m..

XI

Karen Jones
Kim Kuenning
Karen Laverty
Devoni Leffler
Tamara Nault
Barbara Notardonato
Linda Oberlin
Tari Petersen
Lori Pierce
Karen Phillips
Michelle Poulton
Lisa Rix
Kellee Roby
Ellen Rossi
Jennifer Turney
Nancy Watson
Theresa Wharton
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Wants to lure GM plant

Churchill's

Celeste seeks industry
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) -Gov.
Richard Celeste began a campaign Wednesday to persuade
the federal government to turn
over at least half of the 21,000acre Ravenna Arsenal to the
state for use as "the most dynamic state-of-the-art industrial
park anywhere in North AmerThe governor's development
director, Alfred Dietzel, said the
property was an "economic development dream site."
But he said the timetable involved in the attempted acquisition might preclude the land
from being used as an inducement to lure the General Motors
Corp. to Ohio to build its new
subcompact car, Saturn.
"It's one of the sites we certainly would discuss with them.
I just don't know whether the
timetable would work," Dietzel
said.
"But it's an ideal site for what
they want, you know. Look at it.
They need BOO acres... they put
up their own buildings, it meets
the kind of things they want. I
Just think it's a dream site," he
said.
CELESTE OUTLINED his
plan for the arsenal during his

State of the State address before
a 1joint legislative session.
'I have asked one of Ohio's
most experienced businessmen
to head up an ambitious effort to
create in Northeast Ohio the
most dynamic state-of-the-art
industrial park in North America," Celeste said.
Dietzel said the businessman
was Edward DeBartolo Sr., a
Youngstown developer.
"This 21,000-acre site, known
today as the Ravenna Arsenal,
is nearly dormant. It employs
only several hundred people.
Yet, it has sewers. It has water.
It has oil and gas. It has (214)
miles of roads and (12S) miles of
rail. And it is just 35 miles from
Cleveland and 35 miles from
Youngstown, and half that distance from Akron and Warren,"
the governor said.
Celeste said he wants, within
six months, a practical development plan for presentation to
the federal government.
"We will seek the support of
our Congressional delegation, on
a bipartisan basis, and the President of the United States, to
acquire at least half of this piece
of Ohio land from Washington,"
Celeste said.

"OUR GOAL IS to use the
Ravenna site to attract private
investments that will generate
at least 20 jobs per acre in the
next decade," he said.
Celeste said no location in the
state, or North America, held
greater potential for development ''Let's put people to
work there," he said.
Sen. Marcus Roberto, D-Ravenna, said the state approach
was better than those of the
past.
"The last major thrust ...
was to put an international airport in that area. That created a
lot of opposition locally. But my
sense is the idea of an industrial
park probably would not have
the same reaction as an airport
reaction," Roberto said.
"I think the problem with the
whole area is the same one we
had consistently. And that's
talking the Department of Defense into giving that land up.
With the governor and the congressional delegation, as well as
local people, who knows? I think
it's a worthwhile effort," he
said.

Vitamin C doesn 't cure cancer
BOSTON (AP) - A study has
found that large doses of vitamin C are worthless against
advanced cancer, and the researcher criticized Nobel laureate Linus Pauling for
recommending that cancer patients take the vitamin.
Pauling, a winner of the Nobel
Peace Prize and the Nobel Prize
for chemistry, has advocated
vitamin C as a treatment tor
both cancer and the common
cold. His advice was based, in
part, on studies conducted in the
1970s showing that the vitamin
seemed to dramatically
lengthen the survival of people

with extensive cancer.
The latest study, conducted at
the Mayo Clinic, says that research was flawed because the
patients who took vitamin C
were not compared with similarly ill cancer victims who did
not take large doses of the vitamin.
"Whether one is dealing with'
the treatment of the common
cold or of cancer, and whether
one is dealing with a benign
vitamin or a highly toxic chemotherapy program," the researchers wrote, "it would seem

A FAMILY ORGANIZATION
SINCE 1917
WE BELIEVE you'll agree, Churchill's is a unique experience in food shopping. We work to make it that way.
And, all the while, we're committed to delivering VALUE
• the best possible quality at the lowest possible price.
But you know, there's more to value than high quality
and low prices. There's variety, convenience, and service.
Efforts in all these areas combine to bring you the most
value for your grocery dollar. It's the kind of value you
get at CHURCHILL'S. And that's a promise.

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS
We bring you...
the lu'si of everything
...including prices!

to serve the interest of the patient best for Dublic advocacy of
a proposed treatment to be withheld until that treatment has
been proved effective by definitive studies of sound scientific
design."
IN AN INTERVIEW, Pauling
defended his recommendation.
He said vitamin C is harmless
and might do cancer patients
some good.
The new research, published
in today's New England Journal
of Medicine, tested vitamin C on
100 people with incurable colon
cancer.

Cain's
Potatoe Chips

Peter Pan
Peanut Butter
s
1.49 uo..

reg. or marcelled

$

1.79 1 lb. bag

THURSDAY STUOENTS NIGHT!
WITH VALID ID ONLY
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Kepair
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"SM
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•salt stain remover
•polishes
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SISSY SPACER

MEL GIBSON

EDDIE MURPHY

AN EPIC LOVE STORY Of TOOAY

Boiled Ham
$
2.29 lb.

76e7ilcer

AT 7:30 t 8:30

AT 7:30 A »:30
WEDS. STUOENTS ONLY 12.00
EVES - ADULTS S3.50
CHILDREN ONLY $2.00
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STARMAN
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AT 7:30
A 9:30
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Reg. or Diet
PEPSI

Rye Bread
2 loaves for $1

16 oz.
1 • JO & deposit

BEST LITE SOCK and ROLL
IN TOWN

THIS WEEK THE
HEA VY METAL KIDS

"FLYING STEEL"

Pink & White
Grapefruit
$
1.49 5 lb. bag

Kraft
Sliced American
Cheese
$
1.49l2oz.

NO COVER
THURSDAY
DIME and QUARTER.
NITE
OPEN 4 p.m. HAPPY HOURS 4-9,
50* Drinks
833 3. MainJt.

SINGLES

\i

WE OFFER THE WIDEST SELECTION
OF DOMESTIC & IMPORTED BEER

Churchill's
1141 S. Main St.
Bowling Green
Open 6 a.m. to 1 a.m. daily
Sale Prices Effective thru Sun. Jan. 20

J
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Cleveland judge found guilty of taking pay offs
runvF.i.ANn
(API --lawCLEVELAND (AP)
Lawyers for Judge James McGettrick plan to appeal the
conviction of the 68-year-old
Cuyahoga County Common
Pleas judge, who was found
guilty yesterday of taking pay
offs in murder trials of two
Hell's Angels motorcycle club
members.
McGettrick surprised prosecutors by pleading no contest
yesterday during the second day

of lurv
jury selection. He faces a
sentence of one to 10 years and a
fine of up to $5,000 on each count,
but because of the plea, retains
the option to appeal.
Hamilton County Common
Pleas Judge Simon Leis, assigned to near the case as a
visiting judge, rendered the
guilty verdict after reviewing
evidence submitted by assistant
Cuyahoga County Prosecutor

DORSEVS
DRUGS

DEVELOPING
AND PRINTING SPECIAL!
500 E. WOOSTER

Edward Walsh and Thomas
Terry.
Leis earlier had denied defense motions to find McGettrick incompetent to stand trial
and to suppress key evidence in
the case, and defense lawyer
Stanley Tolliver said an appeal
would be based on those pretrial
motions.
Another defense lawyer, Gerald Gold, said the plea was
changed for a number" of reasons, including McGettrick's
health. The judge is terminally
ill with cancer of the prostate
and bones, has been treated for
alcoholism and, the defense contends, suffers from organic
brain damage.
McGETTRICK WAS convicted of soliciting one bribe and

of receiving two bribes totaling
$15,900 in exchange for fixing
murder charges against the two
Hell's Angels. Leis set sentencing for Feb. 1 and urged McGettrick to cooperate with any
continuing investigation, even if
it meant more charges against
McGettrick.
Joseph Griffin, the FBI special agent in charge for Northeastern Ohio, said the FBI wants
McGettrick's help.
"There are others involved in
these bribery attempts, and
these individuals are targets of
our investigation," Griffin said.
Tolliver said he construed
Leis' admonishment for McGettrick to cooperate as a "threat."
"To me, it was a threat in a
sense that if you cooperate you

stay out of jail,1 and if you don't,
you go to jail,' Tolliver said. "I
don't see anything to cooperate
with."
Terry said the FBI traced
about $7,000 to a tavern operated
by members of the Hell's Angels. The money, according to
bank records traced by the FBI,
was withdrawn from an account
in October 1963.
IN NOVEMBER 1983, McGettrick dismissed murder charges
against Hell's Angel Richard
Armato. The dismissal led prosecutors to withdraw charges
against a second defendant.
Prosecutors said they had
tapes of April 1984 conversations
at a suburban Rocky River restaurant between McGettrick

act
and an undercover federal agent
who paid the judge $5,000 in
marked bills to fix a case
against Frank Fencl, a Hell's
Angel against whom murder
charges still are pending.
That transaction on April 12,
1984 led to McGettrick's arrest
the following day, culminating
an investigation which had begun earlier that month when the
agent, Stephen Wells of the Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and
Firearms, had made a wisecrack to McGettrick about the
dismissal of the Amato case.
The ATF was involved because the case dealt with a
bombing.
"We really appreciate what
you did for us, the agent said
sarcastically.
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UPT012EXP 1.99

UPT015(asc)s2.99
s
UPT024EXP 3.99
s
UPT036EXP 4.99

Lack of evidence frees attacker
■^jjffij

CINCINNATI (AP) - Shadera
Williams was justified in fighting off the man who allegedly
attacked her in her apartment
last fall, but her alleged assailant is going free because authorities didn't present sufficient

evidence to convict him, a Judge
ruled.
Assistant County Prosecutor
John Valentine yesterday refused comment on a decision by
Judge Nicholas Holmes to dismiss charges of aggravated bur-

glary and attempted rape
against Lester Scott III, who had
been charged with attacking
Williams In her Cincinnati
apartment Oct. 28.
The judge ruled Tuesday that
prosecutors failed to prove their

WE WANT YOU
TOS1ART
AT THE TOP.
THEN WORK YOUR
WffUP.
You can be part of the
greatest alliance in American
business history — Electronic
Data Systems and General Motors.
This alliance combines the
information processing strengths
of EDS with the resources of the
largest company in the nation.
And with it comes vast
opportunities for you — the kind
that business professionals can
spend their entire careers seeking.
You're already starting at the top
with our outstanding resources
for growth and success. And the
only way to go is up.
We're looking for self-starters
— people with the confidence to
set high goals and the
determination to reach them. We
want to put you at the core of
EDS' operations as a Systems
Engineer. EDS Systems Engineers
use both business and technical
skills to solve complex problems
for our clients.
The SED Program will
prepare you for the leadership

responsibilities you will have in
the EDS and GM alliance. It lasts
approximately 18 months and will
undoubtedly be one of the most
rigorous and rewarding business
experiences of your life. You'll
receive intensive classroom
training, and you'll also have the
chance to deal directly with our
customers. You'll gain knowledge
that will place you far ahead of
your peers. And when you
graduate, you'll have an exciting
position with unlimited growth
potential.
To qualify for the SED
Program, you must be a college
graduate with a technical aptitude
and an outstanding record of
achievement. You should have a
major in Management Information
Systems, Computer Information
Systems, Computer Science, or
Engineering. We will also consider
candidates with any academic
major and a strong interest in
business and information
processing. In addition.

you must be flexible to
relocate and travel. Finally, you
must be a U.S. citizen or
permanent resident. If you are a
successful candidate, EDS will
reward you with a competitive
compensation package. And you're
sure to thrive in our corporate
environment where rewards are
based on achievement — not
seniority.
TAKE THE FIRST STEP
TOWARD JOINING THE
GREATEST ALLIANCE IN
AMERICAN BUSINESS
HISTORY.
Contact your college placement
office today to schedule an
interview with a local EDS
recruiter. Or write to: Electronic
Data Systems Corporation, 7171
Forest Lane, Dept. 1MU0T05,
Dallas, TX 75230. (214) 661-6060.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Electronic Data Systems Corporation

charges against Scott, 29.
Holmes did, however, praise
the 5-4 Williams for defending
herself and her children, saying
she was justified in fending off
the alleged intruder.
Williams, 28 said she was in
her apartment with her three
children, ages 11, 8 and 5, when
the man pushed through her
door and approached her. She
said she used her fists and then a
metal pipe, which she kept for
her protection in the apartment,
to fight off the man.
SHE SAID SHE chased the
man out to his car and kept
beating him before he ran down
the street and was captured by
neighbors and the police.
Scott, who was later indicted
by a Hamilton County grand
jury, was taken to a hospital
after his arrest and required
stitches to close wounds In his
face and bead, police said.
"The grand jury evidently felt
that when he came into the
apartment and went toward her,
that was evidence that he intended to commit a felony," said
John Valentine, an assistant
county prosecutor who tried the
case against Scott.
However, Valentine said, "I
would not comment on whether I
do agree or disagree with the
court. I don't think that would be
proper for me to do so. The
judge who heard the case, it was
hisjob to hear the testimony."
Williams, who says she suffers
from asthma and had back surgery last year, testified during
the non-jury trial before Holmes
that she did not know what the
intruder's purpose was for entering her apartment.
"We asked her what she
thought he was doing in there.
She said she didn 't know what he
was doing in there, but she
didn't want him there," Valentine said. "I handed her her
nightgown and asked her to
show the court where it was
torn. Unfortunately, she
couldn't find where it was torn,"
Valentine said.
"THE JUDGE SAID he felt
that we could not prove an attempted rape there or any other
felony. And therefore, he felt
that we fell short of proving any
attempt to rape the woman,
Valentine said. "He praised her
for her actions in protecting
herself and her children."
Williams, who did not have
her own lawyer in the case, was
unavailable for comment yesterday. Valentine said he did not
have a telephone listing for her.
and the telephone directory did
not show one for her.
In an Oct. 29 interview, Williams said she persisted in beating the intruder because, "I was
scared of dying, too scared to let
up.
"I just kept seeing these
things happen to people. I never
thought I would have to use it,"
Williams said of the pipe. "I
even told my son we were keeping it here because these locks
are no good."
Jonathan Ullner, Scott's lawyer, did not return two telephone
calls yesterday.
Holmes, a visiting iudge from
Ross County, sat in the Cincinnati case in place of Common
Pleas Judge Simon Leis Jr., who
is on special assignment hearing
a Cleveland case.
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international Youth
Exchange, a Presidential
Initiative for peace, sends
teenagers like you to live
abroad with host families.
Go to new schools. Make
new friends.
If you're between 15
and 19 and want to help
bring our world together,
send for information.
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Fireworks factory-explode?

Static electricity may be cause
OLD WASHINGTON, Ohio
(AP) - Static electricity may
have caused the explosion of a
Guernsey County fireworks factory that left one woman dead
and three others seriously injured, a federal investigator
said vesterday.
But investigators say they will
have to talk to the survivors of
the Tuesday afternoon explosion
before they make an official
determination of the cause.
"It apparently was static electricity buildup - that's inherent
in making fireworks," said an
official of the federal bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
who asked not to be named.
"But it's all speculation at this
point."
The 20-by-30-foot wood and

aluminum building was destroyed in the explosion, so investigators have little evidence
togoljy.

"You know what takes place
in there, you know what materials were used. But we'll have to
talk to those three (injured
women) up in the burn unit," the
ATF agent said.
"The only people that know
for sure what went on in there
are those three women," said
Guernsey County Sheriff James
Carpenter.
CAROLYN LEE WELLS, 37.
of Quaker City, was reported
dead at the scene. The other
women, Lillian Baker, 21, Freeport, and sisters Polly Nicholes,
19, and Peggy Nicholes, 20, also

of Quaker City, were reported
burned over 30 to 40 percent of
their bodies.
All three were taken to Guernsey County Memorial Hospital
and were later transferred to
Children's Hospital Medical
Center in Akron, which specializes in treating burn victims.
They also were operated on to
remove shrapnel, a hospital
spokesman said.
Baker and Polly Nicholes
were listed in serious condition
yesterday. Peggy Nicholes was
listed in fair condition.
The explosion at the Union
Imports Manufacturing factory
occurred shortly after 3 p.m.
Tuesday as the women were
nearing the end of their eighthour workday.

"It just completely disinte
S'ated," said IX. Arnold Van
orn of the Guernsey County
sheriff's department. "Tin was
still hanging from trees. Insulation was all over the place."
TIM ADAMS, owner of a service station about three miles
away, said the force of the explosion made his doors and windows rattle.
State Fire Marshal Henry McLaughlin said debris was scattered as far as 100 feet away
from the building. Another
building, 40 to 50 feet away from
the explosion, was undamaged
and the three workers inside
were not injured, Carpenter
said.

Parents petition nudist's penalty
TWINSBURG, Ohio (AP) -Angry parents have begun a petition drive In an effort to extend
the 60-day jail sentence of a selfprofessed nudist who admitted
taking nude photographs of a 6
year-old girl.
Carl Valdez of Twinsburg
pleaded guilty in November to
child endangering and pandering obscenity involving a minor. On Jan. 3, Summit County
Common Pleas Judge Frank
Bayer sentenced Valdez to 80
days in jail.
Frederic Zuch, assistant Summit County prosecutor in charge
of the criminal division, said the
girl testified before Valdez opted
to plead guilty after one day of
testimony.
Zuch said yesterday his office
never offered leniency. The
charges carry a maximum jail
term of 18 months. Zuch said
Valdez pleaded guilty to the
charges ui his indictment.
John Dohner, law clerk for
Bayer, said yesterday the judge
would make no comment on the
Valdez sentence.
"The only thing we agreed to
Is that the defendant should
have a pre-sentence investigation. That's not a whole lot of a
concession," Zuch said.
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THE PETITIONS, written by
the girl's parents, call on Bayer
to reconsider his sentence and
ask for his censure, reprimand
or removal if "a longer, more
appropriate sentence of imprisonment with a fine (is not) imposed."
The father of the girl said he
was shocked by the sentence.
"Some business people we

rnding a portion of her days in
deal with asked if there was
parking lot of a food store,
anything we could do. The idea
asking people to sign the petiof a petition came up," he said.
tions.
Lee Jira, manager of Angie's
The parents say that within
Pizza of Twinsburg where some
350 people have signed the peti- two weeks they hope to have
several thousand signatures to
tions, said, "I think it's time
Cle like him are put away forpresent to Bayer. They say they
. sr. Traffic courts hand out may also turn over copies of the
petitions to the Akron Bar Assostronger sentences than that."
The child's mother has been ciation.

Electric bill paid,
family together
WILLOUGHBY, Ohio (AP)
-The six children of Peggy
and Lawrence Geis returned
to their one-story, brick home
yesterday, ending a five-day
separation forced by an overdue power bill.
"I just want to stay home
now and regroup," said Geis,
29. "I want to stay with my
kids."
The children had been
placed in foster homes last
week by the Lake County
Department of Human Services after Geis was unable to
come up with $702 to pay an
overdue electric bill. Geis
said she was told the children
were taken from her because
the house was too cold without electricity.
She argued, however, that
her house had been warm
enough with a kerosene
heater and a fireplace. Welfare officials refused to discuss the case.
Geis, who is separated from
her husband, had used a
camp lantern for light in the
living room. A television had
been rigged up to a car battery for the children, she said.
The children - Jason, 11;
Melanie. 10; James, 7; Eric,
4; Timothy, 3, and Derek, 11
months - had lived with Geis
until they were removed, said
Linda Cooper, a court-ap-

Kinted lawyer representing
; children
GEIS, WHO gets $489 a
month in Aid to Families with
Dependent Children, said a
Cleveland lawyer, Niki
Schwartz, paid $502 of the
overdue electric bill Tuesday.
Other volunteers offered to
pay the balance.
"I'm relieved," Cooper
said yesterday. "This (the
reunion) doesn't end the case,
but it certainly simplifies it.
A Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. crew restored
power to the home about 6:10
p.m. Tuesday.
Geis had learned Tuesday
that the children would be
returned when county officials verified that power was
restored to the home. The
reunion came shortly before
noon yesterday.
Geis also said she has
agreed to counseling on
'money management and on
dealing with six kids." She
said she would like to get a
job, but that costs of a baby
sitter and separation from
her children were drawbacks.
Welfare authorities became
aware of the situation when
the Geises sought an emergency grant to pay the CEI
bill, or $40 for a load of firewood.

Sports
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NIT to change its tourney format Von Schaman looks
NCAA president and Wilford S.
Bailey of Auburn as secretarytreasurer; rejected a move to
lift the waiver to the five-year
eligibility rule enjoyed by students serving in the armed
forces and church missions; and
placed strict limits on playing
seasons.
Jack Kaiser, athletic director
of St. John's University, spoke
on behalf of the NIT preseason
S reposal and suggested that the
uture of the 46-year-old NTT
itself depended on approval of
the preseason event.
KAISER SAID THE openinground games of the preseason
NTT would be played on campus
sites. The semifinals and finals
will be in New York if Madison
Square Garden is available.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) The National Invitation Tournament, whose existence has been
threatened by the expanded
NCAA basketball playoffs, was
Slven a new lease on life yesteray in the final hours of the 79th
annual NCAA convention.
Delegates overwhelmingly ar>
Croved a 16-team preseason NTT
i be played, starting next season, during the last two weekends of November.
The postseason NIT format
will be unchanged. The preseason NIT will not count against
the NCAA's 28-game limit on
basketball games.
In other action before adjourning their three-day meeting, delegates approved the election of
John Davis of Oregon State as
H
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CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
352-9302
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Walter Byers, NCAA exec- well as the service academies.
utive director, said yesterday Many schools believe programs
that one of the convention's most such as Brighem Young's gain a
significant actions was the abo- competitive advantage by havlishment of complimentary tick- ing 24-and 25-year-old athletes
competing against younger stuets for athletes.
Instead of complimentary dents.
tickets - a frequent source of
FIFTY—TWO players on
under-the-table cash payments athletes will be given a pass list Brigham Young's 13-0, No. 1
football
team this past season
which can be used only hy relahad served two-year missions
tives or fellow students.
"One of the favorite devices for the Mormon Church and then
has been to give the complimen- resumed their college careers.
The limits on the number of
tary tickets to the parents of a
Srospect and tell them, 'The games for most sports were
ckets are yours and you can do adopted after more than an hour
anything you want with them.' " of debate and parlimentary maByers said. "Selling them at neuvering.
Baseball coaches who had
substantially increased levels
would finance whatever was fought the proposed limit of 60
proposed in the recruiting - such total games in a year won a
partial victory with the passage
as automobiles."
The move to lift the five-year of an amendment that allows
eligibility waiver was opposed them 80, with no more than 60 in
bv manv Western universities as the traditional spring season.

••••

• Close to all your needs, classes, convenient stores, f
and town.
• Furnished, 2 bedroom apartments renting now for
summer and fall
• Limited number of roommate postions for the
semester
• On site management, maintenance and laundry
facilities.
• All utilities paid except lights
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Ray
Wersching has been his reliable
self for the San Francisco 49ers
this season, but only a great
Super Bowl performance will
salvage what has been an off
year for Uwe von Schamann of
the Miami Dolphins.
The Miami place-kicker's season-long slump has been a hot
topic this week as the two teams
prepare for Sunday's National
Football League championship
game.
The sixth-year pro, successful
on only nine of 19 field goal
attempts during the regular season, discussed his problems candidly, fielding a barrage of
questions from reporters.
He said with a shrug that he
has no explanation for his decline as one of the NFL's most
dependable kickers.
He has watched himself on
film and consulted with others,
but said he never gets an answer.
"It seems to be a thing of
distance," said von Schamann,
who was seven-for-seven inside
30 yards but zero-for-seven from
beyond 40. "I look at myself and
see the same swing I've always
had."
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The Bowling Green Covenant Church
welcomes y ou lo worship the Lord with
us in our new sanctuary . Our service
begins each Sunday at 9:30 AM and we
are located at 116! Hast ins Road.
We are an evangelical, charismatic
church that endeavors to apply our
Christian faith to every' area of life
Come foin us in ministering unto
Him who abundantly ministers to our
needs
ffree shuttle service leaves behind the
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THIS WEEK, he hopes to
change the trend.
"I'm extremely confident
going into the game," said von
Schamann, a .708 career field
goal kicker in his first five NFL
seasons.
"I don't have any problems
with self doubt or that kind of
thing. I feel as good as I've
always felt," he added. " As far
as the season is concerned it's in
the past. I don't think about it
too much."
He is a disappointing two for
five in postseason play, but still
has the support of Dolphins
Coach Don Shula.
"Uwe's had a real struggle,
but he's faced the situation,
Shula said. "It's been tough.
When you look around the
league, though, a lot of kickers
have had problems.
"He's kicked the ball well in
practice and we're hoping he's
Eot it together and can help us if
e's called on Sunday," Shula
added.
Wersching missed a crucial
37-yard field goal late in the
49ers' 20-17 loss to Pittsburgh
(the club's only setback), but
the 34-year-old kicker has been
fairly consistent.
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Thursday

210 N. MAIN

Friday

Saturday
NO COVER

ALL-SPORTS PASS
EXCHANGE DATES
HOCKEY
OPPONENT

EXCHANGE DATES

PLAYING DATE(S)

ST LAWRENCE
WESTERN MICHIGAN
MICHIGAN STATE
MIAMI

January 20 & 21
January 28 « 29
February 4 4 5
February 11 & 12

January 25 * 26
February 1 4 2
February 9
February 15 4 16

HOCKEY DISTRIBUTION POLICY
Monday Exchange Day 9 am lo 1 pm Fn Game-2/3 ot Tickets
Monday Exchange Day 1pm to 5 pm Sat Game-2/3 ol Tickets
Tuesday Exchange Day 9 am to 1 pm Sat Game-1/3 ol Tickets
Tuesday Exchange Day 1 pm to 5 pm Fn Game-1/3 ol Tickets

BASKETBALL
TOLEDO
BALL STATE
OHIO UNIVERSITY
WESTERN MICHIGAN
EASTERN MICHIGAN
NORTHERN MICHIGAN

January 21 4 22
January 28 & 29
February 4 4 5
February 11 & 12
February 14 & 15
February 21 & 22

January 26
February 2
February 9
February 16
February 20
February 27

BASKETBALL DISTRIBUTION POLICY
Weekday Games-Begins On First Day Listed And Continues Until All Tickets Are Gone'
Salurday Games-All Day Monday Until 2'3 Ol Tickets Are Distributed; Remaining 1/3 Ol Tickets On Tuesday
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Vince. where arc you now?
Running game
won't be ignored Fond memories of years gone by
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Defensive strategists for the San
Francisco 49ers and Miami Dolphins continued to plot ways
yesterday to contain the arms of
Dan Marino and Joe Montana.
Their offensive counterparts,
meanwhile, polished secret
weapons that could decide Super
Bowl XIX - running attacks.
Coaches Don Shula of the Dolphins and Bill Walsh of the 49ers
continued to talk primarily
about stopping their opponents'
passing games, run by perhaps
the two best quarterbacks in the
National Football League this
season. They also acknowledged
that ignoring the run could be
fatal.
That was especially true of the
49ers. who face a Miami offense
that lost its top rusher, Andra
Franklin, in tie second game of
the season and passed more
than 60 percent of the time.
"We know they can run the
ball," Walsh said of the Dolphins. "During the course of the
game, they'll probably break a
running play on us because we'll
be concentrating on the pass. We
can't ignore the run entirely. We
have to play sound, basic defense."
SHULA SAID HIS only questionable player was nickel back
Paul Lankford, who twisted a
knee in the AFC title game victory over the Pittsburgh Steelers. San Francisco s only
casualty is backup tight end
John Frank, who dislocated an
elbow in the NFC championship
game with the Chicago Bears
and who may be replaced on the
roster by linebacker Ron Ferrari, on injured reserve since
Nov. 11.
Those casualty reports, however, don't include long-lost
Elayers like Franklin, whose
nee injury sent the Dolphins on
a frenzied search for running
backs to supplement the recordbreaking passing attack of Mar-

ino and his Marks, Duper and
Clayton.
They finally settled on a team
of Woody Bennett, a short-yardage specialist for most of his five
Rrevious NFL years, and Tony
athan, who had been used as a
spot runner and receiver in the
past. Bennett ended up as the
team's leading rusher with 606
yards for a 4.2 average and
Nathan had 558 yards, a 4.7
average and caught 61 passes,
third on the team behind Duper
and Clayton.
"Obviously, the pass is our
main weapon," Shula said
Wednesday. "But we want to be
able to run with the football
because it makes it that much
easier for us in play calling. It's
a lot better to have a secondand-4 or a second-and-5 because
it makes it that much easier to
call the plays."
Shula noted that in some
games - notably a 28-21 triumph
over Dallas in the last game of
the regular season and their 3110 victory over Seattle in their
first playoff games - the Dolphins faced first-down defensive
alignments with seven defensive
backs.
"YOU HAVE TO be able to
run in those situations," he said.
"If you just rely on throwing the
ball on every down, the rush and
the coverages become that
much harder to crack."
The San Francisco running
attack is, on the surface, more
potent. Wendell Tyler rushed for
1,262 yards for a 5.1 average in
the regular season and Roger
Craig picked up 649 more and
led the team with 71 receptions.
In fact, running is an even
more critical part of the 49ers'
Same plan - they want to control
le ball as much as they can and
keep it out of the hands of Marino, who can break a game open
in less than a period.
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Dear Vince,
Where did I go wrong? What
ever happened to vow threeyards-and-a<loud-dust days?
This year's Super Bowl, I'm
sony to say, will feature more
throwing than running. Miami
and San Francisco gained
their wayto the game threw
the air. They buried the
running games every Sunday
afternoon.
AND THIS Dan Marino kid,

Registration 12 30 3 30
Berensum Bear and Scout Interviews 12 30
Auditions begin at 1 00 (except Sandusky)
Mon. Jan 14

Columbus Ohio
Ohio Stale University

Tues. Jan 15

Dayton. Ohio
Ramada Inn North

Wed

Indianapolis. IN
Butler University

Jan 16

Drake Union

4079 Little York Road
Atherton Center

Thurs Jan 17

Bloomington. IN
Indiana University

Sat

Bowling Green Ohio
BCSU University Union Ballroom

Mon

Jan 19
Jan 21

Tues. Jan 22

Union Solarium

Kalamazoo Ml
Western Michigan University

Fn . Jan 25

Ann Arbor Ml
University of Michigan

Sat. Jan 26

Darton Center

Michigan Union

Sandusky. Ohio
Cedar Point Employee Visitor Center
Sandusky only Registration 9 30 a m 2 30pm
Auditions begin at 10 00 a m

TECHNICIANS
Interviews at Cedar Point only Friday. February
8 and Monday. February 11. Send resumes
now. Call for appointment after February 1
For *urther information contact

LIVE SHOW AUDITIONS Cedar Point
C.N 5006. Sandusky. Ohio 44870
(419)627 2388

REMEMBER WHEN Shula
dominated in the early
seventies with that ox named
Larry Csonka ? He was a
raving success with the
running game. I know you
were proud of him then, but try
to forgive him, too; this is the
eighties. I guess he's just
changing with the times.
Then there's the Fortyniners with Joe Montana. You
remember him, he beat your
old lineman Forrest Gregg in
the Super Bowl a couple years
back when he coached in
Cincinnati.
They have another good
passing game. They have a
four-pronged attack of

Sincerely yours,
Pete

C/J

c

and Founders Dining Hail Astrodome
Time: 2 p.m. Till The End of The Game
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SPRING BREAK
TRIP TO FLORIDA*
ANNOUNCING THE TWA-AAA FALCON
FLORIDA FLY-AWAY!!

FREE

HOW TO ENTER:

ATTEND ANY REMAINING FALCON HOME BASKETBALL GAME.
WITH EACH ALL-SPORTS PASS TICKET OR $2.00 STUDENT
GENERAL ADMISSION TICKET, YOU WILL RECEIVE A COUPON.
DEPOSIT THE TWA-AAA FALCON FLORIDA FLY-AWAY COUPON
IN THE CONTAINER IN THE MAIN LOBBY OF ANDERSON ARENA.
THE MORE GAMES YOU ATTEND, THE GREATER YOUR
CHANCES OF WINNING!

HOW TO WIN:

BE PRESENT AT THE LAST HOME BASKETBALL GAME. FEB.
27th WHEN BG HOSTS NORTHERN ILLINOIS. WINNER MUST BE
PRESENT TO WIN! WINNING COUPON WILL BE DRAWN AT HALF
TIME OF THIS FINAL HOME GAME.

PREPARE YOURSELF FOR FLORIDA BY ATTENDING ALL REMAINING HOME GAMES
AND RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING PROMOTIONAL ITEMS GIVEN TO THE FIRST 1,000
FANS AT EACH GAME.
Feb. 2 BG vs Ball State
1,000 "Fowl" Towels, Compliments of Wizard Graphic and the athletic department
Feb. 9 BG vs Ohio University 1,000 22 oz. tumblers, compliments of the University Bookstore
Feb! 16 BG vs Western Mich. 1,000 TUBES OF C0PPERT0NE and 1,000 PAIRS OF SUNGLASSES,
Compliments of Coopertone, Burger King and Pepsi
Feb. 20 BG vs. Eastern Mich. 1,000 FLYING DISCS, Compliments of Little Kings and California Cooler
Feb. 27 BG vs Northern Illinois 1,000 FOAM CAN HOLDERS, Compliments of Old Milwaukee
ONLYBGSU STUDENTS ARE ELIGABLE TO WIN THE SPRING BREAK TRIP TO FLORIDA. THE FIRST
1,000 FANS ENTERING ANDERSON ARENA ON GAME NIGHTS WILL RECEIVE PROMOTIONAL
ITEMS.

CEfrJR POINT

n

Also Featuring

Hudson Ohio
Holiday Inn of Akron/Cleveland
Rt 8 at Tpk Exit 12
Pittsburgh PA
University Inn Forbes at McKee Place

Thurs. Jan 24

BOTH TEAMS have the
running game of an eighth
grade flag football team. But,
just between you and me, the
press would have a field day if
they heard me say this, I think
San Francisco has the better
ground game. And if Wendell
Tyler or Roger Craig can
break a big one and win the
game with it, maybe the
running game will make a
comeback. What do you think ?
If Marino has a recordsetting day, God forbid
I maybe you can help me out
with that), every team in the
league will draft a promising
young QB and start passing.
The running game will be out
the window, and I may be right
behind it.
So watch the game, Vince,
you might like it. The passing
game really isn 't that bad,
once you get used to it. The
fans seem to like it. I think you
will too.

Time: 4 p.m. Till The End of The Game

#

MUSICIANS J~J PERFORMERS

yards at a time in Wisconsin.
Vince, will you ever forgive
me? I ruled the running game
into near extinction with my
laisez tare policv on wide
receivers. I had no idea it
would come to this.
The proud ground-attack
teams like Chicago, Detroit
and the others, couldn't keep
up with the aerial show. And
the kid in LA, Eric Dickerson,
he ran like nobody else ever
has, and the Rams didn t come
close to pay dirt.

speedsters Renaldo
Nehemiah, Freddie Solomon
and Dwight Clark and top it off
with the great tight end Russ
Frances.

These so-called "Marks
Brothers," Clayton and Duper,
they should be outlawed.
Together they caught 30 TD
passes, while opposing
defensive backs walked off the
field with heads hung low.
And Don Shula. . . you
better sit down for this one. .
he's no longer one of us. He
changed, practically
overnight, just because he
owns the Marino kid. The guy
now thinks he owns the
airways, too.

Place: Northeast Commons Kingdome

Thursday Only - Good Inside Only
352-3551

AUDIJICNS

he throws the ball over 70
percent of the time. He threw
for over 5,000 yards and 46
touchdowns in one season
alone. The worst part is, he
doesn't understand. He was
still tossin' the ball with his
dad in the playgrounds of
Pittsburgh when your boys
were earning victories a few

If NFL commissioner Pete
Rozelle had the power - and
some times he thinks he does to send a letter to his old
buddy, the late Vince
Lombardi, it would be an
apology note.
Lombardi, the former great
coach who led the Green Bay
Packers to the first two Super
Bowl victories in history, was
a conservative man. Football
gained its great notoriety
under him. Football and the
name Lombardi go together
like baseball and Babe Ruth.
Ttie Super Bowl trophy is
named after Lombardi.
Are you getting the picture?
Lombardi practically invented
the game. So Ri-velle feels a
little guilty about what has
happened to today's game.

FOLLOW THE FALCONS AND
WIN A SPRING BREAK TRIP TO FLORIDA!
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmim

wmmm,
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Teams'
defense
set for
air show

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Doug Betters says the Miami
Dol^iins defense "will have a
special package" of tactics to
throw Joe Montanta in Super
Bowl XIX.
Fred Dean says that if the
49ers' defense is to have success
against Miami quarterback Dan
Marino, "We'll nave to do what
we've been doing lately but add
a little extra to it."

Classifieds

What the San Francisco defense has done lately is to register IS quarterback sacks and
allow only three points in two
post season victories.
True, it hasn't faced an offense Miami's, which ranked as
the National Football Leagues'
best this season and has struck
for 10 postseason touchdowns
including seven on passes by
Marino.

SPRING BREAK m Deytone Beach from $89

1 P. Weotr—aw needed Immediately. $118.00

South Padre from 178, Mustang Wend/Port

Pkje," TONIGHT at Streamer. The guys wil be

Aranaas $119. Steamboat Springe skiing from

a month. Fully turraehed- close lo carreaua.
Call Soar, or KarenW-TTM

mare after 9 30

The short trip up to Heather

esoteric teachings ol the Masters

SORORITY DANCE REVIEW WITH ALPHA XI
OELTA, PM MU. CHJ-O. DELTA GAMMA
AMANI THURSDAY NIGHT JAN 17 AT 7 30

Drbenedeltos

Sundey. Beer 1 Wine aalea at J T a Carry-Out

tor your eetemng pleasure1

Greet Super Boot epecaa) Sunday only 406

1432 E Wooster

now oversize racquetbel racquet

GOVERNMENT JOBS $18 559-$50.553/yeer

412 E Wooster

Now faring. Your araa.

LIVE ROCK N ROLL TONfTEi

Details Coming Soon

■M

Uttle One s The Upaettera

*

wonting with Christian youth rrenietry cased

Cal 352 3703 lor delate

Young Lite please contact Bod Soiple at 352

MAIN ST

CH 364-7638

1 F. ROOMMATE NEEDED NOWM ONLY $80

A MO PLUS

Call 352-3703 tor details

entrance, does to Unrv 352-7238

Offer EvaraTQ* 362-1220

I fust know you can achieve your goeJ Ra: your
Q.P.A.t Remember, your bookmark la only

BEER. POPCORN a SUB SPECIALS

redeemable for 6 hugs If your goal la reached.

362-4683

Ski In Colorado, sun In California, explore the

Cal 352 3703 tor data*)

RUSH DELTA UPStLON
730-9:30

MAIN ST

VILLAGE APT FOR SPRING SEM CLOSE TO

Cat,

white

with

Carry Rente*

THURS

COME

MEET

THE

chest.
RUSH PIKES RUSH PIKES
SORORITY DANCE REVIEW WITH ALPHA XI

chon even H you don't find H. 3544086

RIDES

Newsletter

coorde-atlon of outmge and special events

PM MU, CM-O. OELTA GAMMA

AMANI THURSDAY NIGHT JAN

17 AT 7:30

parson-

NEEDEO.

OWN

2 bedroom apt

BEDROOM 2

cable,

rani $130,

OUPF40E

cast 8844816 or $17-7888.

purple ■ many others Gifts for the hokdays
Lake Erie Sports open til 8

Abortion, pregnancy tests
student rates
■ Now forming at the SRC Tuea..

Thurs . Fri
Jen,

laatntgrrt was terrific'

I mat hope the

picture* came out To be aura, I'm taking them
lo THE PICTURE PLACE m the Unrvaralry
Union (Fast service and low pncee')

PERSONALS

Scuba Cttoeee now forming at the SRC. Tuea,
Thura. Frl.

Lead gunarlat, plenlel, and bats prayer for a
writing lo travel

TWO

ROOMMATES

__

1.49

IT/2 OZ. PKG.
FRITOS"
BRAND CORN CHIPS

TO CAMPUS CALL 3S44S3I FOR INFORMA-

Contact, Wlrweburg Chapter Sweel Adelines

TION.

(419)332-0923.
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i Micneiangeio
matter piece

2 O*' Pt*'<»
3 Correlative o'
penaies
4 Sea omon
5 I*.*** port
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Fum

utaHea Apr! $325/month 624 8th St Apt. C2.

near drive-thru Reasonable. Cal Don

352-49B6. eak for Apt C2

Sport your aborts at the tea thle weekend!

or Damon 364-8141.

SAE'S.

Female roommate needed to euMeaM for M

Get payched tor a wad welcome back tea.

aomector 1986 Heven House Kim 354-8114

Love. The Dee Gas*

MALE NON-SMOKING ROOMMATE NEEDED

SALE-SALE-SALE

FOR SALE

IMMEDIATELY TO SHARE 3 MAN APT

JeaneN Thnga

MONTH PLUS UTILITIES
PUS 364-7872

531 RJdge
Ski bfbe. ear mutts gloves, down v,
- wide selection now at
Lake Erie Sporta - Open H 8

117 A
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Include*

heel,

cable

pak)

2 female roommatea needed for 2nd semeeter
Fa

Krorra)
Houeee t Apartments
cfoae to campus tor 85-88

1-881-2181
For Sal* 1977 Chevrolet Morua Good con*

achool yew

aon Aaklng $1.000. Cal 372-1816.

1-287-3341

HOUSES and APARTMENTS
Ctoee to Cempue

ChrlaBen witness T-Shkla
7-screen. exctuarvefy deelgnad
For more into cal 354 1412

Cal 364-7742.

For the 18 & over crowd
* Regular drink prices
until 8:30 are 50*

'i

"
•4 t

bedrm

Cable TV, Free heat. Only $118 75/mo
more Info, eel 362 3968.

F Parent* needed lo lubleeae house lor mis
semester $180 per month, manes Included

FRIDAY • MINI SKIRT
CONTEST

'■

r
w

2

85'88 school year

1-267-3341

NOW RENTING FOR
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR
'Two-bedroom apartments
'Fully furnished
'Natural gas heat, cable TV hook-up
and water paid by owner
'Laundry facilities, parking lot, bike shed
available
$560 per person per semester (4 people)
Call Rich at 352-7182

twriw^Ji^***

For the 19 & over crowd
* Regular drink prices
until 1:30 are 50*

I

■

ij Scutt>«r
irfi.e'
11 Anotfvff
H

caumeon.

Now Weeing for

THURSDAY-AHITUDE
ADJUSTMENT NIGHT

ANS.VEB 10 PREVIOUS PUZZLE

•■

hay carpeted,

heavy
60 New Menco
mdi*n
6' Flower 0'
lennessee
62 JoD<o>P«"y
'
Mason

55 Sp'.ngo*C»

Thurahn Apartments
A. condmorxng.

SAE'S and DEE GEE'S,

^a^atialB

56 Donna or
Ballerina
5'' CoQuetie m«
*ay
56 Sotltn m
attitude
59 Sna*espearean

27 Fo'"1*'!"
29 BameCs
■uino*
.•->.ir.e
MHH L*t

IOC 4)9
67 G'aicei»nd s
mu$.c wgend
Ziftrtt.
fieece
Baseoa" MJHOI
F*,mei
beiofeooaid
anODngrit

rttttM*.
52 As long*;
53 Permission

.. ,

poo
40 L.iL.1
bO R.nao'ca'
-1 ;. v .■■
SO H.nlo1 i">l)e"J

bud
4: Secmai
42 Honesty —
best policy
4<* Comment By
Sandy
49 Certam isr*«i>&
5* Weasel s

13 6-CO*
2' O'Scci'iue
22 Su'pr.seO

t/ffU

36 Osi'icnhhe

rVNTtNO FOR 188848 YEAR
L». hook-up paid by owner. I680fpar*onf4
people. Good tocatkanl Cal 952-7162. Aak for
Rich.

Roommate needed lor Spring; Summer

Kdiled b> Trudf Mk-hri Jaffr

6 Lower the
f B'gr>0'"
0 Sinn.sn sie<"i

to

Apt Comer of S College 1 Napoleon

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

Apt far Rent far Spring Semeeter.
hookup, water paid by owner. Clot*
campua. Call 882-7187 aak far raoh.

aummerilal 451 Thutatm Ave 352-5435

"Where quality comes first"

BG DRIVE-THRU

Enthusiastic 28-

member Sweat ArJotna Chorus seeking Director knowktdgeebkt In barbershop style music

$5

marked down to

Need F erudenta to tl apt* end houeee Aval

Taj* bdrrr,., tarn, apt Heat, waler end cable

NEEDED FOR SPRINO SEMESTER. CLOSE

I Haircut
Reg. $10|
I
I
I
Good thru Jan. 21
Hours
bring coupon
I
i M-9:30-5:00
l
I T-Thur-9:30-6:30
Does
not
1
F-9:30-7:00
I
include
Sat-9:30-4:00
shampoo
l
I
located in Stadium View Shopping Center
l
I
I
THE HAIR REPAIR
I
I
Suzie
Lois
Leah
352-2586
I.

1.79

12-

now Near campua Ph -352-7385

If Interested In en audition

Garoaflfiup Chorus Director
FEMALE

1985'88 achool yew

2 bedroom, lully turn. apt. Heat, Cable T.V.

well established group. Eagle Creak. Must be

Cal 354-8739

tor

Smith Bogga Rama*. 362-8467 btwn
4pm or 362-8917 aflar 6:00pm

personal

Mualclans!!'

$93 75 a Month - Male Non Smoker Free Heel

OR

Send

Ruaeel BGSU sweats- orange, brown, new

MAM ST

419-255-7769

must

Houaee 1 Apt*

efficiency, aundry tacanea

Cal 352-3703 lor detaHe

downtown Toledo

Wl Involve fhe

information or resume to: Oeeuga Lake Personnel Dept. 1060 Aurora Rd., Aurura, OH
44202

ONE

Lrne OBs & the Upsetters

Scuba deal

hours a

Mete Roommate Needed

GRE'GMAT-LSAT Preparation

CENTER FOR CHOICE

flexible

Delta Tau Delta
7 30 Tonne

individual

Minimum of two year* of undergraduate study

apt Please cal $6*4880

DU PRIDE

3550 Secor Rd Toledo
536-3701

bu*ina**-nwtdad

RUSH-RUSH-RUSH

"Be a part of a Winning Tradition

UVE ROCK N ROLL TONtTEi
MAM ST

leartraenl ctose to campua. Otacounlad rent.

the

HELP! WE NEED A F. ROOMMATE

Love, Your Dee* Zeta SaMara

Raararaale wanted. University village. Lara*
Call $884260.

for

■ 9pm| Cal 372-3925 or 352-S4S7 or 362-

Nice

Apt 49 Meadow View Ct. $225 /month, Jan t

rience

and

Rent is negofable-llve doee lo campua

to

382-

vkjuel lor summer employment Excellent expe-

dean, roommate hardy home (work end cists
8817

•vaUanng lo Andy1

Stanley H Kaplan Ed Ctr

May paid, 1491-5247 lor Info

ROOMMATE

you DZ-FI

DU PRIDE
DU PRIDE

THE PICTURE PLACE ia taking applications for
pen ame help Aak lor Glna or Terry

pursuing a buameu degree

RUSH PIKES RUSH PIKES

Male lo share apartment $112 60 a

One and two bedroom apertmenhvcloe*
oarnpua. S and V Rentals 8am-3pm
7454 After 6pm cal 832-7666.

month ptua electric 3 roommates. 2 bedrooms.
2 bathe. Jan rent paid Cal 364-8184

OELTA.

SERVICES OFFERED

1 (9181 944-4444 x BO Cruaw

Need 1

CM

DU PRIDE

Hawaii. World Cal for Guide. Directory.

Help Warned

RUSH PM PSI

clean white undiet! Love. Barb.

Wl Help with Gas CllJeanette 2-1527

Meinlananoa

RUSH PHI PSI

SORORITY DANCE REVIEW WITH ALPHA XI

Corvjratufatlons Batty Swan on

Horn*

General labor, part-time

been

1

Attention Toledo Commuter Students
Ride
Needed Tuesday Evenings or Wed Morning

Toledo

362-7386

844-

Progreaarre company seeking ambitious rntji-

AMANI THURSDAY NIGHT JAN 17 AT 7.30

Gel psyched for Irihabon! Don't forget those

of

1(818)

CRUISESMPS MRMG, $18*30.0001 Carrf.

WANTED

7:80 Tonight

OELTA. PHI MU, CMI-O AND DELTA GAMMA

Office

or phone anytime (or Info

StewardCal lor

1-312-742-1142 Ext 1784

7:MTO»»OHT

Amweri lo the name. Go Awey. Call Gr.l-

office hour* 11.4pm

the U.S. rjovernmerrt? Oat the lecta today! CM

RUSH PHI PSI

btg

FOR RENT

houaee 1 apartments

la ■ True You Can Buy Jeeps lor $44 through

RUSH PHI Ptl

Female

Cal

•eey [en earns Send resume/rooty to P.O
Box 5843. Toledo, Oh 43813

BROTHERS

LOST & FOUND
Loot

Coeege

1 M ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SUBLET UNtV

seeking sales person

PM Oaeam Pan*;... FU Two goad names...

tion deadline Feb. 21'

ROOMMATE

ELEC Gas Heated 6th and S
352-3886

BG

The 4pf competition

Lira* Otr* 1 The Upeettere

MALE

WANTED FOR SPRING SEMESTER $800 oka

Guide. Directory, newsletter
4444 ■ BO AIT

2* COLOR TVS

Bring a triend'

National Student Exchange Info— applica-

Men's 10 speed Fuji bfce. good condition, r>eei

al 316 E Merry Apt 3

ol St Thomas More Parish Open to the puDkc

MAM ST

TWC TYPEWRITER 1280. PH: 352-4160 A*TPHOanv

grid, double room, kitchen, private

AIRLINES ttmtNO, $14439.000!
eseee Reeervationat1 Wrjridwfde!

SUB-ME QUICK

MAIN ST.

IJVE ROCK N ROLL TONTTE!

FOR SAUL- OFFICE DISK 888, MM 8ELEC-

CELEBRATE
AT Dl BENEDETTO S

leal or losing BGSU credit1 Cell 24202 tor

mtaeoi) Cal Sera I CV« weekday* 3624618

BEST OFFER CALL 352-2804

SUPER BOWL SUNDAY

rocky coast of Maine1 Attend college In one
ol 75 schools without paying oul-of-atete

78 Chevette Whfl* 4 door, good condroon
New battery, are*, brake* t muffler SI 300 (hi

HELP WANTED

MAIN ST.

The Lesbian and Gay Alliance */■ meet
tonight at 8 30 *> the Religious Educshon Room

362-7841.

Tonight H pm Call 1844882 tor ride*. Sea

LIMo OUe * The Upietters

catton form at the SBC NOW"

Apple » computer monitor. European epeca.
$200: ueed 1 month. Cal 9am 5pm. Mon-Fn

"Tha Waaafa"

LIVE ROCK 'N ROLL TONITE!

Spring Menlor-Mentte program Pick up appb-

TOP HALF OP HOUSE

CALL 363 7489

7182
Bo a part ol the Student Recreation Center's

urn.,

can turn a broken play into a big
play because when he throws on
the run be doesn't lose that
much."
Chuck Studley, the Miami defensive coordinator who held the
same title with the 49ers'
championship team of 1981.
called Montana "the master of
the innovative play. He's most
dangerous when forced ouut of
the pocket."

CAMPUS FREE HEAT FREE CABLE TV.
LOW UTILITIES NEW CARPET $460 00 OR

Cal 1 -805-887 8000 E«t R 9849

MAM ST.

intereetad

Greet new

gffl idee! Lake Erie Sports- Open tl 8

Expfree March 3. 1985
THE CLOCK RESTAURANT

pu-

roommate needed 2 block* from cam-

NON-SMOKINQ

Your source tor sports introduces Ekteton's

Mon-Fn 9am-1 pm with true ad

Attention Freshmen

I now forming al the SRC Tuea,

Thurs. Frl

Bacon or Sausage. 2 Egga.toast coffee

Everyone

AMA C.n Shoo You The Way"!

Underclassmen

Scuba Claa

(Acrooa from Horehman)

4th F

M. Senior

Thumtm

Every Thurs > Frl regrrl 9 1

SI ISBreaMael

welcome

ATTENTION

pue Rap or you local Travel Agency TODAY!!

Mick Payne returns to

RUSH PIKES RUSH PIKES

7 30 pm m Math Science 406 10 discuss the

HURRY "Break From The Books" cat

800-3218811 or contact a Suncheee Cam-

Thurs. Fn

pMoeopracal study group meets Mondays at

$79

Sunchoea Tours lol free for more kitormanon 1 -

Scuba Claaeee now forming at the SRC Tuea,

An you hungry lor spiritual truth, have you
asked lor Dread and were given a alone? The

when discussing preparations
for Sunday's game at Stanford
Stadium.
Betters, the Dolphins' left end
in their basic 3-4 defense insists
that Miami has not even completed its defensive game plan
yet.
"We're going to have to combine good coverage on the receivers and make Montana feel
some heat," Betters said. "He

Mary. Jenny. lori a Beth Let'a get al the gala
together A go see the mate atrtpper.- Faahon

downa w« be worth »!

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

"But I feel they haven't faced
a defense like ours," strong
safety Carlton Williamson said
Tuesday at an interview session
in Candlestick Park, the 49ers'
regular season home.
THE COACHES AND defensive plaers on both Super
Bowl teams will talk in specifics
about the talents of quarterbacks Montana and Marino,
but they switch to generalities
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320 East Wooster, Bowling Green
and all other participating
Taco Bell locations
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NACHOS
BELLGRANDE
and
medium soft drink
$1.00 off regular price

Win a date with Kelly Button's
female DJ! For the 18 & over crowd

Located Just north of B.G. on
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$1.00 OFF

SATURDAY -WMHE
DATING GAME
'Regular drink prices
until 8:30 are 50*
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BEAN BURRITO
with purchase of a
Tbstada and
medium soft drink
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